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Abstract

The Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) disci-
pline is proven to have two desirable properties: (a)
it can provide an end-to-end bounded-delay service
to a session whose tra�c is constrained by a leaky
bucket; (b) it can ensure fair allocation of bandwidth
among all backlogged sessions regardless of whether or
not their tra�c is constrained. The former property
is the basis for supporting guaranteed service tra�c
while the later property is important for supporting
best-e�ort service tra�c. Since GPS uses an idealized
uid model which cannot be realized in the real world,
various packet approximation algorithms of GPS have
been proposed. Among these, Weighted Fair Queue-
ing (WFQ) also known as Packet Generalized Pro-
cessor Sharing (PGPS) has been considered to be the
best one in terms of accuracy. In particular, it has
been proven that the delay bound provided by WFQ is
within one packet transmission time of that provided
by GPS. In this paper, we will show that, contrary to
popular belief, there could be large discrepancies be-
tween the services provided by the packet WFQ sys-
tem and the uid GPS system. We argue that such a
discrepancy will adversely e�ect many congestion con-
trol algorithms that rely on services similar to those
provided by GPS. A new packet approximation algo-
rithm of GPS called Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair
Queueing (WF2Q) is proposed. The service provided
by WF2Q is almost identical to that of GPS, di�ering
by no more than one maximum size packet.

1 Introduction
One of the most important issues in designing inte-

grated services networks is the choice of the packet ser-
vice discipline at queueing points in the network. Re-
cently, disciplines that approximate Generalized Pro-
cessor Sharing (GPS) have received much attention.
GPS is a general form of the head-of-line processor
sharing service discipline (PS) [10]. With PS, there
is a separate FIFO queue for each session sharing the
same link. During any time interval when there are
exactly N non-empty queues, the server services the
N packets at the head of the queues simultaneously,
each at a rate of one N th of the link speed. While a PS
server services all non-empty queues at the same rate,
GPS allows di�erent sessions to have di�erent service
shares and serves the non-empty queues in proportion
to the service shares of their corresponding sessions.

There are two independent threads of work that
have shown the advantages of the GPS discipline. The
�rst is in the context of designing feedback based con-
gestion control algorithms for use in datagram net-
works. In most feedback based congestion control al-
gorithms, sources constantly sample the network state
using feedback from the receiver or the network, and
try to detect symptoms of network congestion. When
congestion is detected, sources usually lower the trans-
mission rates to alleviate the congestion. In the case
when all sessions share the same FIFO queue at a
switch, such a scheme can only work if all sessions
cooperate. If one session ignores the congestion sig-
nal and keeps on sending more data, it can capture
an arbitrarily large fraction of the link bandwidth
while the performance of other sessions su�er. To ad-
dress this problem of isolating misbehaving sources,
Nagle proposes [12] maintaining a separate FIFO for
each session and servicing these queues in round-robin
fashion, such that each time a queue is serviced the
packet at the head of the queue is transmitted. This
scheme provides better protection against misbehav-
ing sources than FCFS, however it favors sessions with
larger packet sizes. A misbehaving source can still
combine smaller packets into one large packet and send
large packets to gain an unfairly large fraction of the
bandwidth compared with other sessions. Notice that
the PS scheme described above does not su�er from
this problem. In PS, all backlogged sessions will re-
ceive equal share of bandwidth regardless their packet
sizes. However, PS is an ideal discipline where the
server can service N sessions simultaneously. In real-
ity, the server has to transmit one packet at a time.
Demers et. al. [4] proposed a packet approximation al-
gorithm of PS called Fair Queueing (FQ). They show
that Fair Queueing provides fair allocation of band-
width and o�ers protection frommisbehaving sources.
Keshav [9] and Shenker [14] also showed that by hav-
ing servers approximatingPS, sources can measure the
network state more accurately. Robust congestion al-
gorithms can be designed based on the more accurate
measurement and protection provided by PS like ser-
vice disciplines.

A separate thread of studying GPS related dis-
ciplines is in the context of providing guaranteed
bounded delay services in packet-switched networks.
Parekh [13] demonstrated that, by employing GPS
servers at switches, end-to-end delay bound can be
guaranteed to a session provided its tra�c is leaky



aki arrival time of the kth packet on session i
bki;s the time the kth packet on session i begins service under the s server

dki;s the time the kth packet on session i departs under the s server
Bs(� ) the set of backlogged sessions at time � under the s server
Qi;s(� ) the queue size of session i at time � under the s server
Wi;s(t1; t2) the amount of work received by session i during the time interval [t1; t2] under the s server
Lki size of the kth packet on session i in number of bits
Li;max maximum packet size of session i
Lmax maximum packet size among all sessions
r link speed
ri guaranteed rate for session i

Table 1: Notation Used in this Paper

bucket constrained at the source. He also proposed
a packet approximation algorithm for GPS which he
called Packet-by-Packet Generalized Processor Shar-
ing or PGPS. It turns out that PGPS is identical
to the weighted version of Fair Queueing or WFQ.
Parekh has established several important relationships
between a uid GPS system and it's corresponding
packet WFQ system:

1. in terms of delay, a packet will �nish service in
a WFQ system later than in the corresponding
GPS system by no more than the transmission
time of one maximum size packet;

2. in terms of total number of bits served for each
session, a WFQ system does not fall behind a cor-
responding GPS system by more than one maxi-
mum size packet.

The above result can easily be mis-interpreted to
say that the packet WFQ discipline and the uid GPS
discipline provide almost identical service except for a
di�erence of one packet. Contrary to this popular (but
incorrect) belief, we will demonstrate that there could
be large discrepancies between the services provided
by WFQ and GPS. In fact, what has been proven is
that WFQ cannot fall behind GPS by one maximum
size packet. However, WFQ can be far ahead of GPS
in terms of number of bits served for a session. Since
many congestion control algorithms [9, 14] were de-
signed with the assumption that WFQ will provide
almost identical service with GPS, large discrepancies
between the two disciplines and the lack of knowledge
that such discrepancies exist will result in unstable
and less e�cient network control algorithms.

To overcome the limitation of WFQ, we propose
a new and better packet approximation algorithm of
GPS called Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing
or WF2Q. We show that WF2Q provides almost iden-
tical service to GPS with a maximumdi�erence of one
packet size, and it shares both the bounded-delay and
fairness properties of GPS.

2 GPS and WFQ
In this section, we �rst de�ne GPS and its most

popular packet approximation algorithm WFQ, then
describe the important di�erence between these two
disciplines.

A GPS server serving N sessions is characterized by
N positive real numbers, �1; �2; � � � ; �N . The server
operates at a �xed rate r and is work-conserving 1.
Let Wi(t1; t2) be the amount of session i tra�c served
in the interval [t1; t2], then a GPS server is de�ned as
one for which

Wi(t1; t2)

Wj(t1; t2)
�

�i
�j

j = 1; 2; � � � ; N (1)

holds for any session i that is backlogged throughout
the interval [t1; t2] [13]. From the de�nition, it imme-
diately follows that if BGPS (� ), the set of backlogged
sessions at time � , remains unchanged during any time
interval [t1; t2], the service rate of session i during the
interval will be exactly

r�i (t1; t2) =
�iP

j2BGPS(t1)
�j
r (2)

where r is the link speed. Since BGPS (t1) is a subset
of all the sessions at the server, it is easy to see that

r�i (t1; t2) � ri (3)

holds where

ri =
�i

PN

j=1 �j
r (4)

Therefore, session i is guaranteed a minimum service
rate of ri during any interval when it is backlogged.
Let the time interval length go to zero, we get the
instantaneous service rate of the session, r�i (� ).

Notice that GPS is an idealized server that does
not transmit packets as entities. It assumes that the
server can serve all backlogged sessions simultaneously
and that the tra�c is in�nitely divisible. In a more
realistic packet system, only one session can receive
service at a time and an entire packet must be served
before another packet can be served. There are di�er-
ent ways of emulating GPS service in a packet system.
The most popular one is the Weighted Fair Queueing
discipline (WFQ) [4], also known as Packet General-
ized Processor Sharing or PGPS [13].

1A server is work-conserving if it is never idle whenever

there are packets to be transmitted. Otherwise, it is non-work-

conserving.
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Figure 1: An Example
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Figure 2: WFQ Service Order

Since WFQ tries to emulate GPS, we need to con-
sider two queueing systems, one using the GPS disci-
pline and one using the packet WFQ discipline.

De�nition 1 Two queueing systems with di�erent
service disciplines are called corresponding systems
of each other if they have the same speed, same set of
sessions, same arrival pattern, and if applicable, same
service share for each session.

A WFQ system is de�ned with respect to its cor-
responding GPS system. Let dpGPS be the time at
which packet p will depart (�nish service) under GPS.
A good approximation of GPS would be a scheme that
serves packet in increasing order of dpGPS . However
this is not always possible without causing the dis-
cipline to be non-work-conserving. This is because
when the packet system is ready to choose the next
packet to transmit, the next packet to depart under
GPS may not have arrived at the packet system yet.
Waiting for it requires the knowledge of the future and
also causes the system to be non-work-conserving. In
WFQ, when the server is ready to transmit the next
packet at time � , it picks the �rst packet that would
complete service in the corresponding GPS system if
no additional packets were to arrive after time � .

In [13], Parekh establishes the following relation-
ships between the GPS system and its corresponding

packet WFQ system:

dki;WFQ � dki;GPS �
Lmax
r

8i; k (5)

Wi;GPS (0; � )�Wi;WFQ(0; � ) � Lmax 8i; � (6)

where dki;WFQ and dki;GPS are the times at which the

kth packet on session i departs under WFQ and GPS
respectively, Wi;WFQ(0; � ) and Wi;GPS(0; � ) are the
total amounts of service received by session i (the
number of session i bits transmitted) by time � under
WFQ and GPS respectively, and Lmax is the maxi-
mum packet length.

The results given by (5) and (6) can be easily mis-
interpreted to be that WFQ and GPS provide almost
identical service except the di�erence of one packet.
What Parekh has proven is that WFQ cannot fall be-
hind GPS with respect to service given to a session
by one maximum size packet. However, packets can
leave much earlier in a WFQ system than in a GPS
system, which means that WFQ can be far ahead of
GPS in terms of number of bits served for a session.
Consider the example illustrated in Figure 1 (a) where
there are 11 sessions sharing the same link. The hor-
izontal axis shows the time line and the vertical axis
shows the sample path of each session. For simplicity,
assume all packets have the same size of 1 and the link
speed is 1. Also, let the guaranteed rate for session 1
be 0.5, and the guaranteed rate for each of the other
10 sessions be 0.05.

In the example, session 1 sends 11 back-to-back
packets starting at time 0 while each of the other 10
sessions sends only one packet at time 0. If the server
is GPS, it will take 2 time units to service a session
1 packet and 20 time units to service a packet from
another session. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (b).
If the server is WFQ, at time 0, all 11 sessions have
packets backlogged. Since packet p11 �nishes at time 2
while all other p1i (i = 2 : : :11) packets �nish at time
20 in the GPS system, WFQ will service p11 �rst. In
fact, the �rst ten packets on session 1 all have �nish-
ing times smaller than packets belonging to any other
session, which means that 10 packets on session 1 will



be serviced back to back before packets on other ses-
sions can be transmitted. This is shown in Figure 2.
After the burst the next packet on session 1, p111 , will
have a larger �nishing time in the GPS system than
the 10 packets at the head of other sessions' queues,
therefore, it will not be serviced until all the other
10 packets are transmitted, at which time, another 10
packets from session 1 will be serviced back to back.
This cycle of bursting 10 packets and going silent for
10 packet times can continue inde�nitely. With more
sessions, the length of the period between bursting and
silence can be larger.

Such oscillation is undesirable for feedback-based
congestion control algorithms used in data communi-
cation networks. Within the framework of feedback-
based congestion control, a data source has to balance
between two considerations: on the one hand, it wants
to send data to the network as fast as possible, on
the other hand, it does not want to send data so fast
that causes network congestion. To achieve the best
performance, the source needs to detect the amount
of bandwidth available to itself and match its send-
ing rate to the available bandwidth. How to estimate
bandwidth available for a given source in a dynamic
network environment has been the subject of much
research [2, 3, 9, 14, 11].

In [9], Keshav proposes an algorithm called Packet-
Pair for estimating the available bandwidth for a
source. In the Packet-Pair algorithm, the source sends
two back-to-back probe packets and the receiver sends
an acknowledgement packet immediately upon receiv-
ing each packet. The source then uses the spacing
between the two acknowledgement packets to calcu-
late an estimate of the bottleneck server rate avail-
able to the session. The Packet-Pair algorithm works
only if the queueing algorithms at switches achieves
fair bandwidth allocation on a �ne time granularity.
While GPS is the ideal service policy, it cannot be
realized. Therefore, Keshav's algorithm assumes that
switches implement a packet service algorithm that
approximates GPS, such as WFQ or round robin. In
the example illustrated in Figure 2, if the Packet Pair
algorithm is used, the estimated available rate to ses-
sion 1 will oscillate between full link speed and zero
link speed. This is likely to cause instability of the
source control algorithm.

To address the problem of measurement errors
by the Packet-Pair algorithm, Bernstein proposes an
enhancement of inserting data packets between the
packet-pairs [1]. Even with such an enhancement, the
measurement error still persists as shown in Figure 3.
Depending whether the two probe packets are sent
during the burst period or the silent period, the es-
timate of the server rate may range from r to r

N+1
where N is the number of other sessions. In partic-
ular, the bound on the measurement error is not a
strictly decreasing function of the number of packets
in the measurement interval. That simply increas-
ing the measurement interval does not always reduce
the measurement error may be a signi�cant complica-
tion in some instances. The di�culty of determining
the appropriate measurement interval in a network of
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WFQ servers may e�ect not only source based mea-
surement algorithms like Packet-Pair, but also switch
based measurement algorithms.

To quantify the discrepancy between the services
provided by a packet discipline and the uid GPS dis-
cipline, we consider the notion of worst-case packet
fair as de�ned in [13].

De�nition 2 A service discipline s is called worst-
case fair for session i if for any time � , the delay of
a packet arriving at � is bounded above by 1

ri
Qi;s(� )+

Ci;s, i.e.,

dki;s < aki +
Qi;s(aki )

ri
+ Ci;s (7)

where ri is the throughput guarantee to session i,
Qi;s(a

k
i ) is the queue size of session i at time aki and

Ci;s is a constant independent of the queues of the
other sessions sharing the multiplexer.

A service discipline is called worst-case fair if it is
worst-case fair for all sessions.

We call Ci;s the Worst-case Fair Index for session
i at server s. Since Ci;s is measured in absolute time,
it is not suitable for comparing Ci;s's of sessions with
di�erent ri's. To perform such a comparison, we de�ne
the Normalized Worst-case Fair Index for session i at
server s to be:

ci;s =
riCi;s
r

(8)

For a server that is worst-case fair, we de�ne its
Normalized Worst-case Fair Index to be:

cs = max
i
fci;sg (9)

Notice that GPS is worst-case fair with cGPS = 0.
In this paper, we use cs as the metric to quantify the
service discrepancy between a packet discipline s and
GPS.

We now show that cWFQ may increase linearly as
a function of number of sessions N. Consider again



the example shown in Figure 2. The delay between
the arrival of packet p111 at time 10 and its depar-
ture (not shown) at time 21 represents a delay of one
packet per other session. If there were N other sessions
with �i =

1
2�N , and for simplicity assuming all ses-

sion are sending packets with maximum length Lmax,
then session 1 will transmit N packets in the inter-
val (0; N�Lmax

r
) before any other session receives ser-

vice. Therefore, despite arriving at an empty queue at
time N�Lmax

r
, packet pN+1

1 will not depart until time
(2N+1)�Lmax

r
, thus

C1;WFQ � dN+1
i;WFQ � aN+1

i;WFQ �
Q(aN+1

i;WFQ)

ri

= (2N + 1)
Lmax
r

�N
Lmax
r

�
Lmax
r=2

= (N � 1)
Lmax
r

we have

cWFQ � C1;WFQ

r1
r
=

N � 1

2

Lmax
r

3 WF2Q
In Section 2, we have shown that the services pro-

vided by GPS and WFQ can be quite di�erent. In
particular, the worst-case fairness property of WFQ
is much weaker than that of GPS. In this section, we
de�ne a new and better packet approximation policy
of GPS called Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queue-
ing or WF2Q, and show that WF2Q shares both the
bounded-delay and worst-case fairness properties of
GPS.

We want to design a packet system that emulates a
uid GPS system as closely as possible. The di�erence
between a uid system and a packet system is that,
at any given time, there can be multiple packets being
serviced simultaneously in a uid system while there
can be only one packet being serviced in the packet
system. In fact, in a GPS system, every backlogged
session has exactly one packet being serviced and the
instantaneous service rate for the packet on any back-
logged session i is �iP

j2B(�)
�j
r where B(� ) is the set of

backlogged sessions at time � . While the the service
time of a packet with L bits in a packet system is L

r
,

it can be much longer in the GPS system depending
on the guaranteed fraction of bandwidth for the ses-
sion and the number of backlogged sessions during its
service period. Therefore, even though a packet may
start service later in a packet system than in the GPS
system, it may still �nish earlier in the packet system
than in the GPS system. If a second packet from the
session starts service in the packet system before the
�rst packet �nishes service in the GPS system, we run
into a situation where the second packet starts earlier
in the packet system than the GPS system. When
such a situation continues, the di�erence between a
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Figure 4: WF2Q Service Order
packet system and a uid system can become quite
large. Since in the long run, the service received by
a session will be the same under both the GPS sys-
tem and the packet system, when the packet system
receives more service than the GPS system during one
time period, it will receive less service in some future
period. When the discrepancy between the packet sys-
tem and the GPS system becomes large, the packet
system may run into a situation where it alternates
between two states. In one state the session receives
much more service than in the GPS system, and in the
other state the session receives much less service than
in the GPS system. This is the root of the problem
illustrated in Figure 2.

To minimize the di�erence between a packet system
and the uid GPS system, we propose a new packet
policy called Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing
or WF2Q. Recall that in a WFQ system, when the
server chooses the next packet for transmission at time
� , it selects, among all the packets that are backlogged
at � , the �rst packet that would complete service in
the corresponding GPS system. In a WF2Q system,
when the next packet is chosen for service at time � ,
rather than selecting it from among all the packets
at the server as in WFQ, the server only considers the
set of packets that have started (and possibly �nished)
receiving service in the corresponding GPS system at
time � , or formally, fpki j bki;GPS � � � bki;WFQg, and
selects the packet among them that would complete
service �rst in the corresponding GPS system.

Now consider again the example discussed in Fig-
ure 1 but with WF2Q policy. at time 0, all packets
at the head of each session's queue, p1i , i = 1; � � � ; 11,
have started service in the GPS system (Figure 1 (a)).
Among them, p11 has the smallest �nish time in GPS,
so it will be served �rst in WF2Q. At time 1, there
are still 11 packets at the head of the queues: p21 and
p1i , i = 2; � � � ; 11. Although p21 has the smallest �nish
time, it will not start service in the GPS system until
time 2, therefore, it won't be eligible for transmission
at time 1. The other 10 packets have all started ser-
vice at time 0 at the GPS system, thus are eligible.
Since they all �nish at the same time in the GPS sys-
tem, the tie-breaking rule of giving highest priority to
the session with the smallest number will yield p12 as
the next packet for service. In contrast, if a WFQ
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server is used, rather than selecting the next packet
from among the 10 packets that have started service
in the GPS system, it would pick the packet among
all 11 packets, which will result in packet p21 . At time
3, p21 becomes eligible and has the smallest �nish time
among all backlogged packets, thus it will start ser-
vice next. The rest of the sample path for the WF2Q
system is shown in Figure 4.

Therefore, even in the case when session 1 is send-
ing back-to-back packets, its output from the WF2Q
system is rather smooth as opposed to the bursty out-
put under a WFQ system. For sources that measure
available link bandwidth in a feedback based ow con-
trol environment, more accurate estimates can be ob-
tained in a shorter period of time when the switch uses
WF2Q as opposed to WFQ.

The following theorem summarizes some of the
most important properties of WF2Q.

Theorem 1 Given a WF2Q system and a corre-
sponding GPS system, the following properties hold for
any i; k; � :

dki;WF2Q � dki;GPS �
Lmax
r

(10)

Wi;GPS(0; � )�Wi;W2FQ(0; � ) � Lmax (11)

Wi;WF2Q(0; � )�Wi;GPS(0; � ) � (1�
ri
r
)Li;max (12)

Before we give the proof, we briey discuss the im-
plications of the result. First, (10) and (11) corre-
spond respectively to (5) and (6), the results Parekh
proves for WFQ. (10) establishes the relationship be-
tween the worst-case delay bounds for the uid GPS
server and the packet WF2Q server. In [13], Parekh
has shown that the end-to-end network delay can be
bounded for a session if (a) the session's tra�c is
leaky-bucket constrained, (b) GPS servers are used
along the path, and (c) the guaranteed rate for the
session at each server is no less than the average rate
of the session. By applying (5), the equivalence of (10)
for WFQ, he has shown that the result also holds if
WFQ servers are used along the path. We can easily
adopt the same approach by applying ( 10) and show
that the end-to-end-bounded-delay property holds if
WF2Q servers are used along the path. A second ob-
servation is as follows: (6) and (11) show that from a

session's point of view, at any given time, both packet
systems of WFQ and WF2Q will not fall far behind
the uid GPS system in terms of bits served. However,
as illustrated in the example in Section 2, WFQ sys-
tem can be quite far ahead of the GPS system, which
results in large discrepancy between WFQ and GPS.
This is not the case with WF2Q. In fact, (12), which
holds only for WF2Q but not for WFQ, states that
the service provided to a session by a WF2Q system
can not be ahead of the corresponding GPS system
by more than a fraction of the maximum packet size.
Since the service provided by WF2Q can be neither
too far behind, nor too far ahead, when compared to
that by GPS, it must be that WF2Q provides almost
identical service with GPS. Since the maximum dif-
ference is less than one packet size, one would expect
that WF2Q is an optimal packet algorithm in approx-
imating GPS.

To prove the theorem, we consider the following
conceptual implementation of WF2Q using a rate-
controlled server [17]. As shown in Figure 5, a rate-
controlled server has two components: a set of regula-
tors and a scheduler. Packets are held in the regula-
tors until their eligibility time before they are passed
to the scheduler. The scheduler only schedules eligi-
ble packets. Di�erent policies of assigning eligibility
times result in di�erent regulators. Various combina-
tions of regulators and schedulers result in a class of
service policies. In this paper, we consider two rate-
controlled service disciplines: R-WFQ and R-GPS,
which have the same regulators but di�erent sched-
ulers. The schedulers for R-WFQ and R-GPS are
WFQ and GPS respectively. Therefore, R-WFQ is
a packet algorithm and R-GPS is a uid algorithm.
The eligibility time for the kth packet on session i is
de�ned to be:

eki = bki;GPS (13)

where bki;GPS is the time the packet starts service in
the corresponding GPS system.

Notice that there are two GPS servers under con-
sideration, the corresponding GPS server that is stan-
dalone, and the GPS server that is embedded within
the R-GPS server. To distinguish between them, we
refer to the embedded one as GPS�. Likewise, we refer
to the embedded WFQ server in R-WFQ as WFQ�.

To prove the theorem, we �rst present the following
two lemmas.

Lemma 1 An R-GPS system is equivalent to its cor-
responding GPS system, i.e., for any arrival sequence,
the instantaneous service rates for each connection at
any given time are exactly the same with either service
discipline, and dki;GPS = dki;R�GPS holds.

From the point of view of the GPS� server, what
the regulator does is to delay the arrival of packets at
the GPS� server until the latest time that the packet
could arrive and still start at the same time as in the
GPS server. Figure 6 depicts the arrival and service
of packets belonging to session i in a GPS systems and
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the arrival, regulation and service of the same packets
in the corresponding R-GPS system. In the example,
ri =

r
2 .

Lemma 2 An R-WFQ system is equivalent to the
corresponding WF2Q system, i.e., for any arrival se-
quence, packets are serviced in exactly the same or-
der with either service discipline and dk

i;WF2Q
=

dki;R�WFQ holds.

Now that we have the equivalence of R-GPS and
GPS, and the equivalence of R-WFQ and WF2Q, we
are ready to present the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.
(1). We �rst prove (10) and (11).
Since a WF2Q system is equivalent to the corre-

sponding R-WFQ and a GPS system is equivalent to
the corresponding R-GPS system, it su�ces to show
that

dki;R�WFQ � dki;R�GPS �
Lmax
r

(14)

Wi;R�GPS (0; � )�Wi;R�WFQ(0; � ) � Lmax (15)

Since the input tra�c pattern, the regulators, and
service shares allocated to each session are identical for
the two corresponding R-WFQ and R-GPS systems,
the input tra�c pattern and the per session service
shares for the two imbedded WFQ� and GPS� sys-
tems are also identical. Therefore, if R-WFQ and R-
GPS are corresponding systems, the embeddedWFQ�

and GPS� are also corresponding systems.
In addition, we have:

dki;WFQ� = dki;R�WFQ (16)

dki;GPS� = dki;R�GPS (17)

Wi;WFQ� (0; � ) = Wi;R�WFQ(0; � ) (18)

Wi;GPS� (0; � ) = Wi;R�GPS(0; � ) (19)

(14) follows directly from (16),(17), and (5). Also,
(15) follows directly from (18),(19), and (6).
(2). We now prove (12).
Since a packet will not start service in a WF2Q

system until it starts service in the corresponding GPS
system, the following must hold

Wi;WF2Q(0; b
k
i;GPS) � Wi;GPS(0; b

k
i;GPS) 8i; k (20)

Without losing generality, let bk0i;GPS � � < bk0+1i;GPS.
Since the maximumnumber of bits that can be served
during the interval [bk0i;GPS; � ] by WF2Q is limited by
both the link speed and the packet size, we have

Wi;WF2Q(b
k0
i;GPS ; � ) � minfLk0i ; r(� � bk0i;GPS)g (21)

Also, since GPS guarantees a service rate ri to a back-
logged session, we have:

Wi;GPS (b
k0
i;GPS ; � ) � minfLk0i ; ri(� � bk0i;GPS)g (22)

Combining (21) and (22), we have

Wi;WF2Q(b
k0
i;GPS ; � )�Wi;GPS(b

k0
i;GPS ; � ) �

minfLk0i ; r(� � bk0i;GPS)g �minfLk0i ; ri(� � bk0i;GPS)g (23)

The right hand side of (23) is maximized when

Lk0i = r(� � bk0i;GPS) or � = bk0i;GPS +
L
k0
i

r
. This cor-

responds to the case where WF2Q services the kth0



packet immediately when it becomes eligible, and the
maximumdi�erence in service between the packet sys-
tem and the uid system is achieved when the packet
system �nishes serving the packet. Plugging in (23),
we have

Wi;WF2Q(b
k0
i;GPS ; � )�Wi;GPS (b

k0
i;GPS ; � ) �

(1�
ri
r
)Lk0i (24)

Combining (20) and (24), we have

Wi;WF2Q(0; � )�Wi;GPS(0; � ) (25)

� (1� ri
r
)Lk0i (26)

� (1� ri
r
)Li;max (27)

Q.E.D.
Now that we have shown that the service provided

by WF2Q and GPS are almost identical, we are ready
to establish the worst-case fair property of WF2Q. Be-
fore we do that, we make the following observation.
Since the backlog function is the di�erence between
the cumulative service function and the cumulative
arrival function, the fact that the service functions of
WF2Q and GPS are close implies that their backlog
functions are also very close. This is stated in the
following lemma.

Corollary 1 For two corresponding WF2Q and GPS
systems,

Qi;WF2Q(� )� Qi;GPS(� ) � Lmax (28)

Qi;GPS(� )�Qi;WF2Q(� ) � (1�
ri
r
)Li;max(29)

So far we have shown that WF2Q not only main-
tains the bounded delay property of GPS as WFQ
does, but also keeps very close track of the GPS ser-
vice. In the next theorem, we will show that by doing
so, WF2Q also maintains the worst-case fair property
of GPS.

Theorem 2 WF2Q is worst-case fair for session i

with Ci;WF2Q =
Li;max
ri

�
Li;max

r
+ Lmax

r
, i.e.,

dki;WF2Q � aki �
Q
i;WF2Q(a

k
i )

ri
+

Li;max
ri

�

Li;max
r

+ Lmax
r

8i; k (30)

The theorem follows directly from (10) (29), and
the following worst-case fair property of GPS:

dki;GPS � aki �
Qi;GPS(a

k
i )

ri
(31)

Corollary 2 In a network with all packets having the
same size L, such as an ATM network, WF2Q is
worst-case fair for session i with the Worst-case Fair
Index Ci;WF2Q = L

ri
. WF2Q is worst-case fair with

the Normalized Worst-case Fair Index cWF2Q = Lmax
r

.

Since the Normalized Worst-case Fair Index for a
packet system is at least one packet transmission time,
the above corollary shows that WF2Q is an optimal
packet policy with respect to the worst-case fair prop-
erty. Therefore, we name the policyWorst-case Fair
Weighted Fair Queueing.

Before we conclude this section, we would like
to establish another important property of WF2Q:
the work-conserving property. Earlier in the section,
we have shown that WF2Q is equivalent to a rate-
controlled server R-WFQ. In a rate-controlled server,
it is possible that when a server is ready to transmit
next packet, there are packets in the regulators but
not in the scheduler, in which case the server would
be idle even though there are packets in the server.
This will result in a non-work-conserving policy. In
fact, most recently proposed rate-controlled service
disciplines are non-work-conserving [17]. While non-
work-conserving policies have exhibited some unique
advantages in providing guaranteed performance ser-
vices [6, 17, 18], work-conserving policies are more
e�cient in providing best-e�ort service. As will be
proven in the following theorem, unlike most other
rate-controlled disciplines, WF2Q is work-conserving.

Theorem 3 WF2Q is a work-conserving discipline

Proof.From Lemma 1 and 2, a pair of corresponding
GPS and WF2Q systems are equivalent to the cor-
responding R-GPS and R-WFQ systems respectively.
Also, the two embedded GPS� and WFQ� are cor-
responding systems. Since for the same input pat-
tern, (1) R-GPS and GPS� have identical system busy
and idle periods, (2) GPS� and WFQ� have iden-
tical system busy and idle periods, and (3) R-WFQ
and WFQ� have identical system busy and idle pe-
riod, it follows that R-GPS and R-WFQ, i.e., GPS
and WF2Q, also have identical busy and idle periods.
Since GPS is work-conserving, we have WF2Q is also
work-conserving.
Q.E.D

4 Related Work
Since both WFQ and WF2Q are de�ned with re-

spect to the corresponding GPS system, both of them
need to emulate GPS. However, maintaining the ref-
erence GPS server is computationally expensive. One
simplier packet approximation algorithm of GPS is
Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ) [7] also known
informally as \Chuck's Approximation" [3]. While
simpler than WFQ and WF2Q, SCFQ provides a
much larger delay bounded than that by WF2Q and
WFQ [8]. It can be shown that SCFQ has the same
worst-case fair index as WFQ. However, unlike in a
WFQ server where a session has to transmit packets
faster than its allocated rate in order to experience
worse case service, in a SCFQ server, a sessions trans-
mitting no faster than its reserved rate may still re-
ceive its worst-case service.

Another related discipline is the Virtual Clock al-
gorithm [19]. While Virtual Clock can provide the



identical delay bound to a session whose source is con-
strained by a leaky bucket [5, 8, 15], its normalized
Worst-case Fair Index can be arbitrarily large even
when there are only two sessions [13, 16].

5 Summary and Future Work
We have made two contributions in this paper.

First, we demonstrated that, contrary to popular be-
lief, there can be a large discrepancy between the ser-
vice provided by the packet WFQ system and the
uid GPS system. We use a metric called Worst-
case Fair Index to quantitatively measure this discrep-
ancy. We argued that such discrepancy may adversely
e�ect many congestion control algorithms that rely
on services similar to that provided by GPS. Second,
we propose a new packet approximation algorithm of
GPS called Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing
or WF2Q, and show that WF2Q provides almost iden-
tical service to GPS di�ering by no more than one
maximum size packet.

One of the issues that we didn't discuss in this pa-
per is the feasibility of implementing WF2Q at high
speeds. In [13], Parekh proposed an implementation
of WFQ based on a virtual time function,VGPS(�). As
observed in [7], the major obstacle of e�ciently imple-
menting WFQ, which is shared by WF2Q, is the high
complexity for the computation of VGPS (�). Golestani
introduces a new and simpler virtual time function,
however, due to the large discrepancy between the new
virtual time function and VGPS (�), both the delay and
the fairness properties of the resulted SCFQ discipline
are worse than WF2Q. In a follow-up paper, we will
present another virtual time function that has a lower
complexity than VGPS(�) and approximates VGPS(�)
more accurately than VSCFQ(�). We will show that
the resulting discipline provides the same delay bound
and has the same worst-case fair index as WF2Q.
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